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Physical Distance and Cooperativeness Towards Strangers
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Physical Distance and Cooperativeness Towards Strangers

Abstract

Cooperativeness among genetically unrelated humans remains a major puzzle in the social sciences. We explore the causal impact of physical distance on willingness to help. In a field setting, participants decide about supporting local refugees at the dispense of money to themselves. We vary physical distance only, and keep other factors such as cultural distance fixed. The data shows that an increase in local physical distance decreases willingness to donate. A laboratory experiment confirms this finding. We further explore the causal roles of exposure (in the field) and of larger distances (in the lab) with a total of 475 participants.
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Helping behavior in humans and animals is often explained by means of reciprocity, mutualism and manipulation towards kin and close members of the same social group (Clutton-Brock, 2009). Humans, however, also support non-kins and outgroup members. Cooperativeness exists even under circumstances in which reciprocity (Trivers, 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981; Rabin, 1993; Hoffman et al., 1998; Nowak and Sigmund, 2005), reputational gain (McAndrew and Milenkovic, 2002; Ferrière, 1998; Soetevent, 2005), or signaling (Glazer and Konrad, 1996; Gneezy et al., 2012) cannot account for it (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003). Identifying the mechanisms responsible for this willingness to provide support remains a major task in the social sciences as well as in the natural sciences (Van Vugt and Van Lange, 2006).

This study focuses on the causal role of physical proximity for supporting genetically non-related humans in local neighborhoods. If local physical distance has an impact, it may be relevant for many situations in which humans interact. Potentially, many pressing social problems could be overcome through cooperation. Therefore, the magazine Science has proposed that understanding and fostering cooperativeness should be one of the most important research questions in the upcoming decades. Related disciplines such as social psychology have discussed physical distance as causal for morally relevant behavior and misbehavior. Models of cooperativeness towards non-kins often stress physical proximity as a major driver (Bandura, 1999; Jones, 1991). Yet empirical evidence so far relies on case studies without clear counterfactual (Grossman, 2009), questionnaires (Fessler et al., 2015), or staged scenario studies without real consequences (Milgram, 1974). In a related vein, military organization suggests that an increased physical distance lowers moral conflict in soldiers (Grossman, 2009; Gray, 1999). Yet again, there exists no controlled evidence involving real behavior.

From a political point of view, the question of how to foster helping behaviors in humans who live close by may become especially pressing. As one concrete example, since 2015, more than two million refugees and migrants have fled into Europe, trying to escape war, violence, and poverty in their home countries. Matters culminated to the refugee crisis, challenging politics, as well as societies of destination countries. Germany, which took a prominent role in welcoming refugees, now needs to cope with more than 700,000 new asylum seekers from 2016 alone. While the vast majority of Germans ini-

---

1 Compare e.g. the !Kung foragers of Namibia (Bowles, 2008) or the Arapesh of New Guinea (Mead, 2002).
3 Compare e.g. Eurostat (2017).
tially supported the influx of refugees, it became challenging to find suitable shelters logistically, but also from a social point of view. Residents expressed concerns about negative impacts from shelters in their direct proximity.

Local proximity may be specifically important for human cooperation. From an evolutionary perspective, humans seem to be trained to focus on people in their direct proximity. It has been shown that parochialism plays a crucial role for activating helping behaviors (Fessler et al., 2015; Bowles and Gintis, 2004; Bernhard et al., 2006). Physical proximity may be a driver for this effect. We employ a field and a laboratory study with a total of 475 participants in order to investigate how local, physical distance affects the willingness to support other, non-related humans. In our field study (Refugee Paradigm), participants all start at the same premises at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), then walk about one mile to different locations of cubicles on campus, depending on treatment. These cubicles are either 0.2 miles or 2 miles away from the same refugee camp. From their cubicles, participants decide if they want to share 15 euro with refugees from that camp, or not. They know that if they decide not to share, they keep all the money. Our design makes it possible to isolate physical distance, i.e. we keep other aspects such as visibility of the refugee camp constant. The data demonstrates that closer physical proximity causally increases the willingness to share the money with refugees.

Our findings on local physical proximity are corroborated by a laboratory study (Charity Paradigm) in which participants donate for charity. We vary how physically far away these charities are, keeping other aspects such as the purpose of charity as comparable as possible. The data confirm that local increases in physical distance (from 0.2 to 0.6 to 2 miles) cause significant reductions in willingness to provide support. Furthermore, in this setting, we can also explore the impact of larger distances.

Several motivations for helping behaviors and charitable giving have been discussed in economic research (compare e.g. Meier (2006)). Self-interest, altruism, a “warm-glow” from giving, a general morality in humans (Andreoni, 2006), social rules and norms as well as reciprocity (Vesterlund, 2006), but also self-image and reputation (Bénabou and Tirole, 2010) can be important drivers for charitable giving and prosociality. But not only in the field of economics, also in sociology, business management and marketing and even biology, researchers have tried to identify several mechanisms or factors that

---

4Compare e.g. BAMF Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge (2016); The Economist (2005)
5Compare e.g. Süddeutsche Zeitung (2014); Die Zeit (2016)
6We explore the impact of direct exposure in a third treatment.
affect or predict the extent and type of giving (Bekkers and Wiepking, 2011). The institutional environment can influence behavior and charitable giving extensively (Meier, 2006; Andreoni and Serra-Garcia, 2016). Providing social information about others’ contribution can affect giving (compare e.g. Frey and Meier (2004); Krupka and Weber (2009); Shang and Croson (2009)). Information about the situation itself (directly or indirectly transported e.g. via exposure), might change the assessment and perception of the need and impact of donations (Bekkers and Wiepking, 2011; Cryder et al., 2013). This information or exposure can potentially increase helping behavior due to sympathy and affect (Burnham, 2003; Dickert and Slovic, 2009) but also reduce supporting behavior when it triggers negative feelings (Isen and Noonberg, 1979), overload (Eckel et al., 2007) or when it creates a feeling that the situation is hopeless and a donation would only be a “drop in the bucket” (Small et al., 2007).

Moreover, tangibility has been discussed to affect generosity and charitable giving. Information that is more concrete and psychologically nearer may be processed differently, i.e. more concretely, resulting in higher levels of emotional response (Cryder and Loewenstein, 2010; Cryder et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has been shown that generosity increases when a recipient of aid is determined and identifiable and thus is no longer a statistical and abstract entity (compare e.g. Loewenstein and Small (2003)). All these mechanisms may play additional roles in situations in which physical distance varies as well. Our study demonstrates that even if these other mechanisms are absent, local physical distance has causal impact on willingness to provide support.

Another potentially important mechanism may be the expected and perceived impact of a donation or supporting behavior (Trussel and Parsons, 2007) as well as the awareness and sense for a need to begin with (Lee and Farrell, 2003). The expected and perceived impact of donations can differ between different causes or destinations but also between specific charities for the same cause. Helping and giving behavior can be influenced by the perceived impact e.g. due to considerations regarding trust, competence and corruptibility of the respective institution (Uslaner, 2004). Our field study has the advantage that it keeps the party in need constant. The only aspect that varies is physical distance. If beliefs about worthiness of receiving a donation vary, physical distance must be the causal source of these belief changes across treatments. Our laboratory study, in which destinations of charity vary, confirms that physical distance also plays a causal role when it comes to largely comparable parties in

---

7Psychological distance here refers to temporal, spatial or social distance (compare e.g. Liberman et al., 2007).
need, even if they are not identical. Local physical distance thus seems to be an important source of generosity and cooperation. In contrast, increases of distance in local neighborhoods (as from 0.2 to 0.6 to 2 miles) causally reduce willingness to cooperate in unrelated humans.

1 Design of Experiment and Hypothesis

In this section, we motivate and describe the design of our two studies and the according hypotheses. First, we describe the design of the field study, which employs a paradigm that involves refugees from a local refugee camp in Germany. The decision in the Refugee Paradigm is kept as easy as possible in the sense that participants can either split their monetary amount in half and thereby share with refugees, or keep the entire amount to themselves. We do so in order to foster a sense of moral relevance (compare e.g. Smith et al. (2013)). Second, we present the design of our laboratory study. In the latter, participants decide if and how much they want to donate for charity. In the Charity Paradigm, we expand the options using a price list instead of a binary decision and we also explore destinations very far away from participants. We try to keep charities involved as comparable as possible across treatments and let physical distance to participants vary, on a smaller local, and on a larger scale. Yet of course, in the Charity Paradigm, this is a challenge, while in the Refugee Paradigm, all donations always go to the same destination, the refugee camp in Karlsruhe.

1.1 The Refugee Paradigm

This field study investigates the causal role of physical proximity for human cooperativeness towards refugees in a real, controlled situation. Motivated by the European refugee crisis, we focus on the causal effects of physical proximity and direct exposure on individual willingness to monetarily support refugees. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to uncover causal effects

---

8 For a general economic understanding of mechanisms affecting philanthropy, see Andreoni et al. (2017) and Andreoni (2015) and the references therein.

9 Several economic studies analyze institutional effects on cooperation, typically with a focus on cooperation within groups. For example, Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Henrich et al. (2001) analyze the effects of norm enforcement. See Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) for an evolutionary approach towards the development of prosociality and cooperation, and Henrich et al. (2001) for attempts at identifying cultural and socio-economic aspects fostering cooperation. Falk and Szech (2013) and Kirchler et al. (2015) analyze institutional effects on moral behaviors.
of physical proximity on cooperativeness in a real, controlled situation, i.e. in an economic field study.\footnote{For the necessity of controlled, incentivized studies in the social sciences, see \cite{Charness2015}.}

In order to identify whether physical distance can causally affect helping behaviors towards non-kins, we propose the Refugee Paradigm. This paradigm has three major advantages: First, it allows for a clean counterfactual, which is needed in order to determine causal effects. Second, it focuses on decisions that involve real consequences. Third, participants know that there is no possibility to gain reputation or reciprocal advantages through being generous.

Physical distance may involve direct exposure or not. Therefore, we implement three treatments: Distance, Proximity, and Exposure. In all treatments, participants decide about keeping 15 euro to themselves versus sharing these 15 euro with refugees from a local refugee camp. Thus statistically, comparable participants decide about donating money to the same camp. To vary physical distance across treatments, participants decide at different places. All participants are invited to a meeting point. There, they are individually, one by one, handed out maps that guide them to the respective premises according to the randomly determined treatment. The premises of the study are either about 0.2 miles away from a local refugee camp (in the Proximity treatment and the Exposure treatment), or about 2 miles away from the refugee camp (in the Distance treatment). To implement direct exposure, participants in the Exposure treatment follow a route that goes partly along the refugee camp on their way to the study. Compare Figure 1 and Table 1 for an overview of the different routes and treatments.

There was no drop-out between registering at the meeting point and reaching the assigned destination. When participants arrive at the respective premises, they one by one register and are then placed into cardboard cubicles. Then they are individually and anonymously confronted with the decision to allocate 15 euro between themselves and refugees from a local refugee camp. The choice is binary, such that participants can either keep the 15 euro entirely, or share the money with the refugee camp. In the latter case, they know that they will receive only 7.50 euro for themselves. The other half of the money will be used to support refugees. Incentivizing this decision is important in order to study real behavior in contrast to hypothetical claims (compare e.g. \cite{Falk2009}). In a non-incentivized questionnaire, for example,\footnote{Given the challenging situation in Germany at that time, it was clear that any kind of support was more than needed \cite{Brucker2015}.}
it is comparatively cheap to state that one would like to share money.

After this main decision, each participant takes part in an ex post socio-demographic questionnaire. Participants know that monetary amounts are submitted in sealed envelopes such that neither the present experimenters nor other participants could know about their decisions. Participants always know their decisions and payments are treated anonymously. All participants know that the money benefits refugees from a local camp. According to treatment, we vary physical distance and prior direct exposure towards this camp when the decision is taken. When allocating the money, participants know from the instructions how physically close the refugee camp is. This is specifically important in the Distance treatment and the Proximity treatment as participants do not see the refugee camp on their way to the study’s premises. There, we focus on the pure impact of physical distance alone. Most participants had not seen the camp before, and thus had no idea what it looks like.

The study took place in November 2015 at and around the campuses of a German university. At that point in time, the refugee crisis was in full bloom. It was thus salient that any kind of support would be more than welcome. A total of 155 participants (59% males) took part in the study. Participants were recruited out of a mixed student sample at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany using the software ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). Overall duration per session was about 90 minutes. For more detail and references, see the appendix.
In all treatments, participants are invited to the meeting point from where they followed different routes to the respective premises of the study.

### Table 1: Overview of treatments in the Refugee Paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Proximity</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>refugee camp is about 2 miles away</td>
<td>camp is about 0.2 miles away</td>
<td>camp is about 0.2 miles away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no direct exposure to the refugee camp</td>
<td>no direct exposure to the refugee camp</td>
<td>direct exposure to the refugee camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=49</td>
<td>n=55</td>
<td>n=51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We hypothesized that participants would feel more involved and thus would be more likely to share in physical proximity than in physical distance. Effects of physical distance have been discussed in the social sciences ([Bandura 1999](#), [Jones 1991](#), [Milgram 1974](#)), but also in applications such as military organization, where physical remoteness of victims, and weapons allowing for such remoteness, are characterized as important means to lower feelings of responsibility and moral conflict ([Grossman 2009](#), [Gray 1999](#)). With regard to direct exposure, cooperativeness may increase or decrease, depending on whether
feelings of similarity and empathy, or rather aversive feelings, e.g., driven by ingroup-outgroup biases or personal overload, become activated (Bandura, 1999; Nisbett and Ross, 1980). Therefore, while we hypothesized a higher willingness to share in Proximity versus Distance, effects of direct exposure were less clear. It could have been that participants felt even more responsible and donated more in case of direct exposure, yet only if no aversive reaction was provoked by seeing the camp and the refugees directly.

Focusing on the effects of physical distance versus proximity alone, we thus expected for the fraction of participants willing to share their money (which we define as Willingness to Share) that

\[ \text{Willingness to Share}_{\text{Proximity}} > \text{Willingness to Share}_{\text{Distance}}. \]

In the Proximity treatment, there is no direct exposure to the refugee camp. The Exposure treatments adds such direct exposure while keeping physical distance fixed compared to the Proximity treatment. Therefore, comparing the Proximity and the Exposure treatment allows us to isolate effects of direct exposure in this context. We considered this comparison as an important explorative one as often, an increased physical proximity may ultimately result in a situation of direct confrontation:

\[ \text{Willingness to Share}_{\text{Exposure}} > ? < \text{Willingness to Share}_{\text{Proximity}}. \]

1.2 The Charity Paradigm

In this laboratory study, we invite participants to the KD2-lab in Karlsruhe. Our goal is to replicate the findings from the Refugee Paradigm that locally, physical distance reduces cooperativeness. We therefore set up three more local treatments in which participants decide over the allocation of a 15 euro endowment between themselves and a charity for people in need. Participants know that they keep the rest of the money. In all treatments, the purpose of charity is to support people in need with food or shelter. These treatments operate with the same distances as in the Refugee Paradigm, i.e., 0.2 and 2 miles. We add one more treatment in order to integrate an intermediate distance of 0.6 miles. Table 2 provides an overview of the three treatments in the Charity Paradigm.
Table 2: Overview of the Charity Paradigm treatments (local distances). Treatments vary physical distance while deciding over sharing money with people in need.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance (mi)</th>
<th>Treatments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Local (within the same city)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Charity Paradigm, the destination of the money donated varies. We tried to keep charities as comparable as possible across treatments, yet of course, charity organizations have to vary to some extent. In this regard, the Refugee Paradigm allows us to isolate the causal impact of local, physical distance in a neater way: the destination of donations stay constant across treatments. For the local treatments in the Charity Paradigm, we nevertheless expect to replicate the findings from the Refugee Paradigm. All charity organizations involved serve a comparable purpose (food or shelter for people in need), and all charities are located in Karlsruhe. We thus hypothesize that

\[ \text{Willingness to Donate}_{0.2\text{miles}} > \text{Willingness to Donate}_{2\text{miles}} \]

equivalent to the Refugee Paradigm. Furthermore, for the new treatment with a physical distance of 0.6 miles, we expect to see our general local pattern confirmed, i.e.,

\[ \text{Willingness to Donate}_{0.2\text{miles}} > \text{Willingness to Donate}_{0.6\text{miles}} > \text{Willingness to Donate}_{2\text{miles}} \]

1.3 Exploring the Charity Paradigm in Large Distances

To explore the causal impacts of larger physical distances on cooperative behavior, we introduce five treatments that implement the distances of about 6 miles, 20 miles, 60 miles, 600 miles and 6,000 miles. In these five treatments, our goal is to explore the impact of intermediate and large physical distances that go beyond local neighborhoods. In order to keep the impact of charity as comparable as possible, the instructions inform participants that destinations where the charity organizations operate are economically comparable to Karlsruhe. In the instructions, we stress that the “money will benefit people in need in a city with comparable prosperity like Karlsruhe (according to
unemployment rate and GDP per capita of the respective region). Table 3 provides an overview of the five treatments of our explorative study.

Table 3: Overview of the Charity Paradigm treatments (intermediate and large distances). Treatments vary physical distance while deciding over sharing money with people in need in comparable cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>n=40</th>
<th>n=40</th>
<th>n=40</th>
<th>n=40</th>
<th>n=40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 mi</td>
<td>60 mi</td>
<td>600 mi</td>
<td>6,000 mi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intermediate distance</td>
<td>large distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

different but comparable city with regard to GDP and unemployment rate

For the larger distances, we are less sure to see the same pattern. We try to evoke an impression of comparability of effectiveness of donations. This is also stressed in the instructions. Yet of course, findings hinge on whether participants fully digest this information. If so, we expect a reduction in willingness to donate as physical distance increases further:

Willingness to Donate_{intermediate distance} > Willingness to Donate_{large distance}.

Data from the Refugee Paradigm suggests that gender may play an important role when it comes to willingness to donate. We therefore run the Charity Paradigm in a gender-controlled way, inviting comparable numbers of males and females to the study. Among participants, we achieve an almost balanced proportion of 55% males and 45% females. The study took place between March and May 2017 with a total of 320 participants who were randomized into the different treatments (eight treatments in total).

2 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of both studies. We find in both settings that increasing physical distance in a local environment decreases willingness to provide support. The Refugee Paradigm allows us to further investigate the causal role of direct exposure to people in need. We find that exposure to refugees decreases willingness to donate. In an ex post analysis, we see that this effect is entirely driven by males. Potentially, aversive reactions become activated in male participants when seeing refugees in need as those refugees are mostly young males. In the Charity Paradigm, we replicate the causal impact of local proximity. The findings on local distances from the Refugee
Paradigm are further backed up by the new intermediate treatment of 0.6 miles. Locally, an increase in physical distance reduces willingness to provide support. Further, we explore the causal impact of larger physical distances (up to 6,000 miles) on willingness to donate. Our data display a structural break between local distances (up to 2 miles) and larger distances (up to 6,000 miles). On a local level, distance matters significantly. This is not the case with distances far away, even if they vary 10 times. In an ex post analysis, we find that participants feel less responsible towards people in need that are further away but increasingly refer to general norms to explain their behavior. It is thus likely that even though the instructions informed participants that economic conditions in the destinations were basically comparable to those in Karlsruhe, participants perceived and handled the decision differently.

2.1 Results: Refugee Paradigm

In the Refugee Paradigm, participants decide about donating to a local refugee camp. In the Distance and Proximity treatments, participants decide without having seen the refugee camp along their way to the study’s premises. The vast majority of participants had not seen the camp either in any other situation before the study took place, see appendix for details. As hypothesized, physical proximity increases cooperativeness expressed in willingness to donate money to the camp compared to the Distance treatment, see Figure 2. More participants are willing to donate if the refugee camp is physically closer. Willingness to donate increases significantly, by 41%, in Proximity compared to Distance (p=0.048, one-sided chi-squared test, n=104). In both treatments, participants have not been directly exposed to the refugee camp on their way to the study. Yet they know that refugees are physically close in Proximity. Our data, thus, reveal that local proximity is an important mechanism causally increasing cooperativeness towards strangers in need. Overall willingness to support refugees was already pronounced in the Distance treatment. Nevertheless, a significant increase results from proximity.
Figure 2: Willingness to share in the treatments Distance and Proximity. Physical proximity increases cooperativeness: In Proximity, significantly more participants share their money with refugees (75% vs. 59%, p=0.048, one-sided chi-squared test, n=104).

Comparing the Proximity with the Exposure treatment allows us to isolate the causal effect of direct exposure. In both treatments, participants know that the camp is in close physical distance (about 0.2 miles away). Yet in Exposure, participants have followed a route passing the refugee camp on their way, which has not been the case in the other treatments. Participants could thus see the camp and the people living there. This may transport additional information, but also evoke different feelings towards refugees, activate helping behaviors or increase aversive reactions.

The behavioral data reveal a pronounced reduction in willingness to share in Exposure compared to Proximity (p=0.034, two-sided chi-squared test, n=106), see Figure 3. Via direct exposure, willingness to share drops back to a level statistically comparable to the Distance treatment. Direct exposure here counteracts the pure effect of physical proximity. Willingness to share in Exposure is at any conventional level statistically comparable to the Distance treatment (p=0.665, two-sided chi-squared test, n=100). In the data, effects of proximity and exposure offset each other.
Figure 3: Willingness to share in the treatments Proximity and Exposure. In Exposure, significantly less participants are willing to share their money compared to Proximity (55% vs. 75%, p=0.034, two-sided chi-squared test, n=106).

Across all treatments, we observe a rather strong cooperativeness towards refugees. Participants are mostly students who do not dispose of much money themselves. (Mean disposable income per month (without housing) amounts to 384 euro.) Nevertheless, in all treatments, the majority of participants is willing to donate half their money to refugees. Through physical proximity, this willingness increases to three out of four participants opting to share their money. Physical proximity fosters supporting behaviors as long as the refugee camp remains a rather abstract entity. When directly exposed to the camp, willingness to donate decreases, to a level comparable to the Distance treatment.

Data from our post experimental questionnaire reveal that participants who decide to share their money feel good. Over all treatments, we find a highly significant difference in happiness for those who donated (measured in a 5-point-scale), both right after the decision and at the end of the study (p<0.01, two-sided t-test, respectively). Further, when asked hypothetically, only 5 out of 155 participants (two sharers and three non-sharers) prefer to reverse their sharing decisions ex post. These findings suggest that participants took their decisions considerately.

Cooperativeness is in line with general personality traits: Compassionate (p<0.05, one-sided t-test), agreeable (p<0.01, one-sided t-test) and open-

\[\text{Figure 3: Willingness to share in the treatments Proximity and Exposure. In Exposure, significantly less participants are willing to share their money compared to Proximity (55% vs. 75%, p=0.034, two-sided chi-squared test, n=106).}\]

13Almost all participants of the study had not seen the camp before (82%).
minded (p<0.05, one-sided t-test) participants are more likely to share their money with refugees. Participants in favor of military intervention regarding the refugee crisis opt less likely for sharing (p<0.01, one-sided t-test). Our data thus provide convergent and discriminatory validity of decisions taken in the Refugee Paradigm. Participants in Exposure do not feel better informed when taking their sharing decision, as we deduce from our ex post questionnaire. If anything, the opposite is the case (p=0.11, two-sided t-test, Proximity vs. Exposure). Furthermore, we do not find a correlation between the perceived level of information and willingness to share.14

Looking into effects of gender, in an ex post analysis, male participants react stronger to direct exposure. Males tend to reduce their willingness to donate more than females (p=0.089, diff-in-diff of males vs. females in Proximity vs. Exposure), ending up at a significantly lower level of cooperativeness in the Exposure treatment than females (p=0.031, two-sided chi-squared test) (see Figure 4). In contrast, gender differences in Distance and Proximity and the respective diff-in-diff measures are not statistically significant at any conventional level. The data reveal that the comparably low cooperativeness in the Exposure treatment is almost entirely driven by male participants.15

14For details and further findings, see appendix.
1559% of all participants were males (n=32 males in Distance, n=32 males in Proximity, n=27 males in Exposure).
Figure 4: Interaction of gender, distance and exposure in affecting willingness to share. In Exposure, males tend to reduce their willingness to share significantly more than females (p=0.089, diff-in-diff, n=105). In Distance, there is no statistically significant difference in cooperativeness (on any conventional level).

Participants neither choose the treatment they are in, nor do they choose their gender. Therefore, both variables can be treated exogenously and independently. While this study is not a primarily gender-oriented study, the findings suggest that effects of direct exposure may differ among subgroups of a population. The finding is in line with a rich literature documenting that males and females react differently to (social) cues (e.g. Rigdon et al. (2009); Croson and Gneezy (2009); DellaVigna et al. (2013)). Males tend to be more social dominance-oriented, reacting more strongly to (perceived) outgroup threat than females (Van Vugt et al. 2007; Pratto et al. 1994). Such group dominance behavior can be even stronger when outgroup members are males (Navarrete et al. 2010), as is the case in our setting as well.16 Also, males tend to have stronger ethnocentric attitudes than females (e.g. Sidanis et al. 1991) and the references therein.

In our ex post questionnaire, we ask participants for personal relations with refugees and prior experience with flight or refugees within the family. We find a significantly lower cooperativeness for participants with personal relations, family links and experiences with refugees (p=0.022, two-sided t-test, n=155).  

16 Compare description and picture of the refugee camp in the appendix (section 1.3, Figure 17). In 2016, the vast majority of the current refugees (67 %) are males (Eurostat 2017).
Yet again, this difference is entirely driven by males \( (p=0.005, \text{two-sided t-test, } n=91 \text{ males, } p=0.944, \text{two-sided t-test, } n=64 \text{ females}) \). Although our experiment covers only a one-shot situation, these findings suggest that gender differences regarding exposure might persist over time.

### 2.2 Results: Charity Paradigm

The purpose of the Charity Paradigm is to a) replicate the findings of local, physical distance affecting cooperativeness, and b) to explore the causal impact of larger physical distance on willingness to provide monetary support. We therefore focus first on variations in local, physical distance. As in the Refugee Paradigm, we employ a physical distance of 0.2 and 2 miles. In order to gain additional insight, we add a third treatment with a physical distance to the charity organization of 0.6 miles. We expected to see a reduction in willingness to donate as local physical distance increases. This is exactly what we find (compare Figure 5). Willingness to donate decreases significantly with increasing distance on a local level (5.95 euro in 0.2 mi vs. 3.54 euro in 2 mi, two-sided t-test, \( p=0.01^{**}, n=80 \)).

![Figure 5: Willingness to donate in the lab.](image)

As in the field, increasing physical distance from 0.2 up to 2 miles reduces willingness to donate (mean donation of 5.95 euro vs. 3.54 euro, two-sided t-test, \( p=0.01^{**}, n=80 \)).

Differentiating for gender, we see that overall willingness to donate is less pronounced in males (6.04 euro in females vs. 4.06 euro in males, two-sided t-test, \( p=0.02^{**}, n=120 \)), yet differences across the 0.2 and the 2 miles treatment are comparable across gender (all three diff-in-diff measures for 0.2 vs. 0.6
miles, 0.6 vs. 2 miles and 0.2 vs. 2 miles are not statistically significant with p=0.41, p=0.43 and p=0.92 and n=80 each).

Figure 6: Gender differences in willingness to donate. Overall, females donate significantly more than males (6.04 euro vs. 4.06 euro, two-sided t-test, p=0.02**, n=120).

2.3 Results: Large Distances

Varying physical distance of destinations outside of Karlsruhe seems to have a different impact on donation behavior. Nonlocal donation behavior seems to be unaffected by variation of physical distance. We do not find any significant difference between the willingness to donate in intermediate or large distances, as depicted in Figure 7 (5.34 euro in intermediate vs. 5.90 euro in large distances, two-sided t-test, p=0.409, n=200 as well as 4.59 euro in 6 mi vs. 5.76 euro in 6000 mi, two-sided t-test, p=0.238, n=80).
Figure 7: Large distances and cooperativeness. The figure displays mean donations in euro for intermediate and large distances.

Looking at the effects of gender (see Figure 8), we do not find a significant difference. If anything, females tend to donate higher amounts of money than males (overall 6.10 euro for females vs. 5.06 euro for males in intermediate and large distances, two-sided t-test, \( p=0.121 \), \( n=197 \)).

Figure 8: Gender differences in large distances. The figure shows the mean donation in euro for males and females for intermediate and large distances.

Although we do not see a change in behavior for larger distances, partic-
Participants do feel significantly less responsible towards people in need that are further away (0.2 vs. 6000 mi, two-sided t-test, p=0.000***, compare Figure 9). Feelings of responsibility were elicited in an ex post questionnaire using a 7-point Likert scale.

**Figure 9: Feelings of responsibility.** Participants feel less responsible for people in need that are further away. Feelings of responsibility were elicited on a 7-point Likert scale.

Furthermore, we analyzed participants’ arguments and explanations for their decisions. We find that for large distances, participants increasingly refer to a local responsibility towards people in need and to general norms (e.g. sharing equally) or other rules and reference points (e.g. student wages) to justify and explain their behavior. As these salient norms and reference points are relatively generous, this could be a mechanism that increases donations in larger distances. For further analysis of ex post arguments participants provided, see appendix.

Statistical analysis confirms a structural break in the data, depending on whether destinations vary within Karlsruhe or outside (see Figure 10). Note that we incorporated very far destinations (up to 6,000 miles away). It may well be that participants perceived a donation to such places more urgent than a donation within the comparably rich city of Karlsruhe. We try in the instructions to preempt such impressions by stressing that destinations are economically comparable to Karlsruhe. However, it remains unclear whether we were able to fully suspend these thoughts.
Figure 10: Structural break in donation behavior at 2 miles. We find a structural break in the data for the donation behavior in lower distances within the same city vs. larger distances (Chow test, p=0.03**, n=320).

3 Discussion

Several qualifications need to be made, both, with regard to our field study, and with regard to our laboratory experiment. In the following, we discuss these. Our field study isolates effects of direct exposure and physical proximity on willingness to support non-kins, specifically, refugees. In the following, we discuss three aspects about the study’s design: First, we focus on a one-shot situation. Second, we cannot perfectly control for social information in the Exposure treatment. Third, our results on gender stem from an ex post analysis.

We focus on a one-shot situation, that is, we do not measure willingness to provide support over a longer time horizon. Of course, one could imagine that direct exposure may have different effects over time. A first reaction of personal overload or aversion may ultimately change into respect and sympathy. Adaption may take time. Positive experiences could of course further help to overcome initial feelings of overload or even outright aversion. Therefore, our findings should not be taken as a justification for keeping refugees out of sight! For a healthy society, indeed, integration is likely crucial (compare e.g. Brücker (2015)). Nevertheless, understanding instant reactions and behaviors
is important. Refugee-welcoming countries such as Germany currently face difficulties in keeping the positive attitude towards refugees alive. While still the majority supports the influx of refugees, a substantial fraction of people has taken more aversive positions\textsuperscript{17}. These may be indeed reactions of personal overload that societies need to cope with.

While we handed out the instructions for the different routes in the treatments individually, it may be that participants talked to each other on their way to the study’s premises. On their ways, participants did not know what task they would be confronted with in the experiment. Further, there was little reason to discuss the situation of refugees for those participants who took part in the Distance and the Proximity treatment. This may be different for participants in Exposure, who could see the refugee camp on their way. Even though these participants did not know either they would later decide about donating money to refugees from that camp, it may be that general discussions emerged when crossing the camp. When participants arrived at our premises, we did not get any impression that this happened. Yet we cannot control for this as we deliberately chose not to monitor our participants on their way.

Our data display a strong difference between females and males behavior when it comes to causal effects of exposure. For females, exposure works statistically comparably well as proximity alone, fostering cooperativeness compared to the Distance treatment. This is different for males, for whom direct exposure leads to a drastic decline in cooperativeness compared to the Proximity treatment. This data needs to be handled with caution for at least two reasons: First, we did not run a gender-controlled study in the sense that fractions of males and females in the study were not perfectly identical (though close) in the respective treatments. Second, we focus on a student population that certainly does not allow for representative results e.g. with regard to age or educational background. Older people may perceive the situation and exposure differently. Lower education may further lead to different results (compare e.g. Sidanius et al. (1994); Mayda (2006); Schneider (2008)).

Our laboratory experiment isolates effects of physical distance on willingness to support non-kins, specifically, people who get support from charity. Our goal was a) to replicate the findings from the Refugee Paradigm in a different context and b) to investigate the causal impact of (much) larger physical distance. Specifically, in the case of b), it becomes notoriously difficult to keep the impact of a donation to charity comparable. Participants could have more or less trust into charities that operate non-locally. Furthermore, participants could have the impression that the need for money is different in destinations\textsuperscript{17}.

\textsuperscript{17}Compare e.g. The Washington Post (2016)
physically far away. As Germany is a comparatively rich and non-corrupted country (compare e.g. Transparency International (2017)), and Karlsruhe is a specifically rich city within Germany (OECD, 2013), participants may feel that their money is more needed in other destinations. Yet they may also trust less that their money reaches people in need if the destination is far away. We tried to preempt these problems by choosing comparable charities, and by stressing in the instructions that destinations were economically comparable to Karlsruhe. But it remains unclear whether we were able to fully suspend these thoughts. In future research, it would be interesting to control those impressions better in order to achieve cleaner measurement of the pure impact of physical distance alone.

4 Conclusion

Our data display that varying local, physical distance causally affects human cooperativeness towards non-kins in two different paradigms. These findings are highly relevant for economic models on morally relevant behavior (compare e.g. Ellingsen and Mohlin (2017); Falk and Tirole (2016); Rothenhausler et al. (2017)) fundamental theoretical work in the social sciences (e.g. Bandura (1999) on moral and social behavior), applied contexts (e.g. Grossman (2009) on military contexts) and evolutionary views on the development of human cooperativeness and morally relevant behavior (e.g. Bowles and Gintis (2011)). Our results indicate that physical distance matters significantly in local environments.

In our field study, we focus on the willingness to financially support a local refugee camp as an important aspect of cooperativeness and moral behavior towards genetically unrelated other humans. The support of refugees and migrants and the fostering of cooperativeness in local populations should likely remain of high political and social relevance in the upcoming years. With the climate change, providing support to refugees should likely become an even more pressing topic in future decades (Black et al., 2011). Of course, our field study just provides a snapshot at identifying important mechanisms that trigger human cooperativeness. Yet the findings strongly suggest that effects of physical proximity can be pronounced, and that specific subgroups, e.g. males versus females, may react differently.

Our laboratory experiment also employed donations for charity, yet of course, it was less easy to make sure that destinations of donations remained comparable. We replicate the findings from the Refugee Paradigm. Thus, varying physical distance at local ranges can have significant impact on will-
ingness to provide support. If distances become large or very large, we see that variations may be of less importance, yet more research would be helpful. Again, gender matters. Overall willingness to donate tends to be less pronounced in males than in females across treatments.
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5.1 The Refugee Paradigm

In the following section of the appendix, we provide additional findings of the Refugee Paradigm (see section 5.1.1). This includes additional findings concerning personal differences, the analysis of ex post arguments of the participants as well as a robustness check of our results. Section 5.1.2 provides further information concerning the experimental procedures and implementation of the Refugee Paradigm. The translated instructions can be found in section 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Additional Findings and Discussion

Sharers feel good. We find a highly significant difference in happiness measures (5-point-scale), both right after the decision and at the end of the study (p<0.01, two-sided t test, respectively, n=155, see Figure 11).

The sharing decision is in line with general personality traits. As expected, agreeableness, openness, compassion and attitudes against vs. in favor of military intervention of the refugee crisis correlate significantly with cooperativeness towards refugees in the camp as depicted in Figure 12. Openness and agreeableness have been associated with lower prejudice, more positive attitudes towards immigrants (Ekehammar and Akrami, 2003; Akrami et al., 2010; Gallego and Pardos-Prado, 2014) as well as prosocial motivation (Graziano et al., 2007) and altruistic behavior towards strangers (Oda et al., 2014). We elicited openness and agreeableness according to the well-established Big Five inventory (Allport and Odbert, 1936; Satow, 2012).

Cognitively skilled participants are more likely to behave cooperatively and opt for sharing (p<0.01, two-sided t-test, n=155). We elicit cognitive ability using a 12-item questionnaire for crystallized intelligence (Schipolowski et al., 2013). We used matrices from Ravens Advanced Progressive Matrices Plus to elicit fluid intelligence as the second important factor in general intelligence (Cattell, 1971).

More impulsive participants tend to share less likely (p<0.1, logistic regression, n=154) which further supports that sharers took a reflected decision. We elicited impulsiveness using a three-item inventory based on Whiteside and Lynam (2001), also compare Kovaleva et al. (2012).

Participants in favor of non-redistributive parties share less likely. When asked for which party participants would vote in an upcoming election,
Figure 11: Emotional state of sharers vs. non-sharers. Sharers feel significantly better about their decision, both right after the decision as well as at the end of the study ($p<0.01$, two-sided t-test, respectively, $n=155$).

Figure 12: Personality traits and the willingness to share, comparing highest versus lowest quartiles, respectively. As expected, agreeableness ($p<0.01$, one-sided t-test, $n=84$), openness ($p<0.05$, one-sided t-test, $n=87$), compassion ($p<0.05$, one-sided t-test, $n=89$) and attitudes against military intervention regarding the refugee crisis ($p<0.01$, one-sided t-test, $n=127$) correlate with cooperativeness towards refugees in the camp.
we find the tendency that participants in favor of less redistributive parties tend to share less likely (see Figure 13). Participants in favor of the non-re distributive parties FDP and CSU have a significantly lower willingness to share (42% as opposed to 69%, $p<0.05$, two-sided t-test, $n=126$).

**Own Financial Situation as an Excuse?** In an ex post questionnaire, we ask participants about the reasons for their decision. Financial justifications for the sharing decision are less frequent in Proximity and especially in Exposure (see Figure 14). The decrease of financial arguments is significant in Distance vs. Exposure ($p<0.01$, two-sided t-test, $n=100$) as well as in Proximity vs. Exposure ($p<0.05$, two-sided t-test. $n=106$).

There is no significant difference in income or in the evaluation of one’s financial situation between treatments. Interestingly, non-sharers report more financial worries in an ex post questionnaire ($p<0.01$, two-sided t-test over all treatments, $n=155$), although their actual income is not significantly different from that of sharers ($p=0.23$, two-sided t-test over all treatments, $n=155$). Maybe, participants were consciously or subconsciously using their own financial situation as an excuse for deciding to keep the money instead of sharing it. Potentially, they find it less credible to themselves (or others) to argue with financial worries when the current situation of refugees and migrants is physically closer and thus more salient.

Proximity changes the ways of reasoning and justification. We find that non-sharers reasons for their decision tend to change in its nature when proximity is increased (compare Figure 15). Concrete reasons like participants’ own financial needs, or critical views of donations in general are less frequent in Exposure. In contrast, rather abstract and malleable arguments (like preferring to give other kind of support to maybe other people at another time, or some feeling of lack of clarity in the donation purpose) increase in Proximity. Participants emphasize all kinds of prior or hypothetical prosocial acts and substitutes to the sharing decision to legitimate their decision not to share. Furthermore, non-sharers tend to report to be more actively involved in volunteer work than sharers, with a significant difference in the Exposure treatment ($p<0.01$, two-sided t-test, $n=51$). Maybe, general and selfishness-driven reasons seem less appropriate in a situation that is close in Proximity and becomes even more specific in Exposure. Possibly, the decision not to share is perceived more negatively when physically close and exposed (Proximity and Exposure).

---

18 Some participants also stated that they would not vote or they would give an invalid vote. Very few participants would vote other parties including the relatively new parties AfD ($n=1$) and Die PARTEI ($n=4$).
Figure 13: Political Orientation and Cooperativeness. Favoring redistributive parties is correlated with a higher willingness to cooperate and sharing (69% vs. 42%, p<0.05, two-sided t-test, n=126).

![Political Orientation and Cooperativeness](image1)

Figure 14: Frequency of financial arguments in the Distance, Proximity and Exposure treatments. Financial arguments are less frequently used in Proximity and especially in Exposure (55% in Proximity and 33% in Exposure compared to 61% in Distance, n=155).

![Frequency of financial comparisons and arguments](image2)
resulting in stronger urges to compensate in order to keep a positive self-image (compare e.g. Fessler et al. (2015); Festinger (1962)).

**Did contradictory expectations lead to personal overload?** In addition to the changes in reasoning, we find that participants in Exposure tend to feel less informed (two-sided t-test Proximity vs. Exposure, p=0.11, n=105). We also find that with regard to political interest, the results are mixed. Higher political interest is correlated with a higher willingness to share in Distance (p<0.10, two-sided t-test, n=49). But we also find that, in Exposure, political interest is correlated with a lower willingness to share (p<0.05, two-sided t-test, n=51). This might reflect contradictions between the participants expectations and their newly gained observations at the refugee camp. Maybe, the new conflicting information with participants expectations and beliefs induced a personal overload-effect that lead to decreased sharing behavior. Moral information overload has been shown to affect donations negatively (Kajonius, 2014). Among sharers, the four most common reasons were financial arguments, altruism, no perceived loss (the payout of the experiment was perceived as a bonus in participants budgets) and the convenience of this opportunity to donate (compare Figure 16).

**Treatment effects are robust.** To further investigate correlations between cooperativeness and personal characteristics and to check our results for robustness, we conduct a logistic regression. Table 4 in the appendix reports the results of this logistic regression with the sharing decision as the (binary) dependent variable.

First, we focus on the correlation between overall cooperativeness and personal characteristics (compare column (1)-(3), data is pooled over all treatments). We start with the two personality measures agreeableness and openness that have been associated with higher prosociality (compare e.g. Graziano et al., 2007) and higher altruistic behavior towards strangers (compare e.g. Oda et al. (2014)). In line with the literature, we find that participants with higher levels of agreeableness and openness are more likely to share (compare column (1)). Furthermore, we consider personal differences that have been discussed to be associated with moral behavior (compare e.g. Loe et al. (2000); O’Fallon and Butterfield (2005); Millet and Dewitte (2007)): gender and IQ (compare column (2)). Gender does not always lead to significant differences in moral behavior, but if so, females typically tend to be more moral. Further, a higher IQ and education has been found to correlate with more moral decisions. In line with the latter, we find that more intelligent participants are more likely to opt for sharing. We furthermore find that gender plays
Figure 15: Most frequent reasons for not sharing. Multiple answers and reasons were possible. There was a total of n=57 non-sharers.

Figure 16: Most frequent reasons for sharing. Multiple answers and reasons were possible. There was a total of n=98 sharers.
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no significant role in the pooled data. Controlling for social attitudes and political orientation (compare column (3)), the data display a positive correlation between cooperativeness and feelings of compassion towards refugees and a negative correlation between cooperativeness and supporting military intervention in the refugee crisis. We do not find a significant difference between participants with different political orientation (voting for more vs. less redistributive parties).

To check our main findings for robustness, we introduce treatment variables for Proximity and Exposure and use the control variables for personal characteristics (compare column (4)). Again, the data reveal a significantly higher cooperativeness for the Proximity treatment. This demonstrates the robustness of the effect. The findings are also robust to potential differences in feeling informed about the situation of the refugees: Using further control variables for informational bias, exposure to the refugee camp prior to the study and the impact of recent politically important events in Europe (compare column (5)), we do not find evidence that these factors influenced or distorted the results.

Last, we test the results regarding the interaction of gender and exposure for robustness (compare column (6)). Including the respective interaction terms, the regression confirms that males and females react significantly different in the Exposure treatment: Males are less willing to share than females. The regression results thus confirm that our main findings are robust to the introduction of multiple controls.
Table 4: Validity and robustness check. The table displays logistic regression coefficients (sharing decision as dependent variable, binary), standard errors in brackets. ***/**/ indicate significance on a 1-/5-/10-percent level respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Personality and overall cooperativeness (pooled data over all treatments)</th>
<th>Robustness of treatment effects</th>
<th>Gender Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proximity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.368**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.529)</td>
<td>(0.544)</td>
<td>(0.878)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.485)</td>
<td>(0.504)</td>
<td>(0.820)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agreeable</td>
<td>0.939**</td>
<td>1.089**</td>
<td>1.210**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.426)</td>
<td>(0.453)</td>
<td>(0.490)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>0.739*</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.404)</td>
<td>(0.421)</td>
<td>(0.481)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iqc</td>
<td>0.246***</td>
<td>0.305***</td>
<td>0.359***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.092)</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
<td>(0.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>-0.442</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.378)</td>
<td>(0.439)</td>
<td>(0.461)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prox_male</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.084)</td>
<td>(1.084)</td>
<td>(1.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp_male</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.076**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.059)</td>
<td>(1.059)</td>
<td>(1.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compassion</td>
<td>0.444***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.514***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.166)</td>
<td>(0.174)</td>
<td>(0.214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military</td>
<td>-0.304**</td>
<td>-0.352***</td>
<td>-0.346**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.125)</td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
<td>(0.139)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less_redistributive</td>
<td>-0.786</td>
<td>-1.026*</td>
<td>-0.953*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.517)</td>
<td>(0.553)</td>
<td>(0.560)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure, campbefore</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.519)</td>
<td>(0.536)</td>
<td>(0.536)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paris influence</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>-1.650**</td>
<td>-3.293**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.214)</td>
<td>(0.762)</td>
<td>(1.320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Pseudo R2</td>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.8194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.7494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2 Procedures

Our controlled, randomized economic field study took place on November 16 and November 17 in 2015, at and around the campuses of a German university,
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). All participants are invited to the meeting point of the study. They register, and are then individually and one by one handed out maps and route descriptions that inform them to go to different places according to the respective treatment (compare appendix section 5.2.3). They do not receive further instructions or information about the subsequent study. All participants follow routes that lead them to the respective premises in about 15 minutes walking time (compare Figure 1). Participants are guided to salient points at the respective campus (gate areas) and then follow paper signs for the last meters. This ensures that participants can not deviate from the intended routes at the end. Thus, accidental exposure to the camp in Proximity or the lack of it in Exposure can be prevented. The different routes are chosen such that they are as comparable in length and pathway features as possible (e.g. number of recognizable features and major turns, amount of green and woody areas on the way, streets and bike lanes, starting and ending on a campus with university buildings, plausibility). Treatment and respective route are determined and rechecked right before each session. In an ex post questionnaire, we control for means of transportation and deviations from the provided route (only 4 out of all 155 participants state that they partly deviated from the provided routes).

A large refugee camp is located close to the premises of the treatments Proximity and Exposure (about 0.2 miles away). This camp is only visible coming from one specific direction. Participants in the Exposure treatment follow a route that partly goes alongside the camp, such that seeing the camp is basically inevitable. 47 out of all 51 participants (92%) in Exposure answered in the ex post questionnaire that they had seen the camp on their way. Participants in the other treatments do not see the camp following their routes. In an ex post questionnaire, we control for exposure towards the camp prior to this study and exposure towards the camp and refugees on the way to the study. The vast majority of participants (82%) has not seen the camp before.

When participants arrive at the respective buildings on Campus East and Campus South, they are individually and silently seated in cardboard cubicles

---

19 As this is a field study in a real environment, there are of course some control limitations. However, we have no reason to believe that our data has major flaws. Routes have been checked before each elicitation, workers at the refugee camp reported regular activity in the camp and we did not receive any complaints or reports of extraordinary incidents.

20 In Proximity, 5 participants claim to have seen the camp. Given the routes and signs they must have followed on Campus East to arrive at the study’s premises, this is highly unlikely. Maybe, participants mistook other buildings for the camp, knowing that the camp was physically close (0.2 miles) when asked whether they had seen it.
and handed out the instructions for the main decision (compare section 5.1.3). It is only then that they become confronted with the decision to share money with refugees: They can allocate 15 euro between themselves and refugees from the camp. The choice is binary, such that participants can either keep the 15 euro entirely to themselves, or keep half of the money, i.e. 7.50 euro, and donate the other half to refugees. It is important to incentivize this decision. If there was no real money involved, it would be cheap for participants to claim they would like to share money with refugees. Participants in all treatments know that the money donated benefits refugees at the local camp. In Distance, participants know that this camp is about 2 miles away from where they decide. In Proximity and Exposure, participants know that the camp is 0.2 miles away. Physical distance to the refugee camp is thus about ten times higher in Distance compared the other two treatments, Proximity and Exposure. In addition, in Exposure, participants have seen the camp on their way, in contrast to the other two treatments. After the main decision, all participants take part in a social-demographic questionnaire. Participants in all treatments know that their decisions and payments are anonymous. At the end of each session, payments are submitted in sealed envelopes and neither the present experimenters nor the participants know the decisions or payments of others.

We used the software ORSEE to recruit participants for this study (Greiner, 2015). A total of 155 participants (59% males) took part in the study. There was no drop-out between registering at the meeting point and ending up at the assigned destination. Overall duration per session was about 90 minutes. Participants knew beforehand that they received 5 euro as a compensation for coming to the meeting point, a slightly remote lecture hall (called “Hörsaal am Fasanengarten”) of the KIT. After registering at the meeting point, they followed different routes to the study’s respective premises, according to treatment. Only participants in the Exposure treatment followed a route next to the local refugee camp.

Figure 17 shows the camp right before participants in the Exposure treatment were elicited. We see mostly young males playing soccer in front of the camp. To the left, some refugees dry their clothes outside. Some refugees sit alone on benches or in other slightly remote locations, often in seemingly reflective positions. To the best of our knowledge, there were no exceptional

\footnote{Participants knew that these 15 euro came in addition to 5 euro for coming to the meeting point (show-up fee).}
incidents or events around or inside the camp on November 16 and November 17 in 2015. Yet of course, the exact impression and perception of the camp might differ between participants.

Figure 17: Picture of the refugee camp. The photo was taken right before participants in Exposure were elicited.

In total, due to the participants willingness to share, 735 euro could be invested into learning material for refugees at the refugee camp in Karlsruhe. This included dictionaries, books for learning German, writing material, and training material for children and adults (see Figure 18). Fostering language skills is crucial to enable refugees to participate in the labor market and partake in social life (Brücker et al. 2015).
Figure 18: Donations for refugees. Due to the study, 735 euro could be invested into learning material for language courses at the refugee camp in Karlsruhe.

5.1.3 Instructions

Participants take their main decision, the sharing decision, after having followed different routes according to treatment. Thus, the instructions consisted of two parts: route description and main decision. Participants in the Exposure treatment have followed a route next to the refugee camp. Participants in the Proximity treatment take their decision in the same close physical distance to the camp but had not followed a route exposed to the refugee camp. Participants in the Distance treatment take their decision in a more remote location and had not seen the refugee camp on their way. Furthermore, all participants take part in an ex post socio-demographic questionnaire after the main sharing decision.

Instructions for Main Decision in Proximity and Exposure

Instructions for the main decision in Proximity and Exposure are identical and consist of three pages (compare Figure 19).
Welcome to this Study!

Thank you for participating in an economic study at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).

As in all economic studies at KIT, all circumstances described in the following are true. Your decisions will be implemented exactly as described.

All your data and decisions will be handled confidentially and anonymously.

We would ask you to keep quiet during the study. If you have questions, please indicate by raising your hand briefly. Your questions will then be answered at your cubicle.

Here, please fill in your participant ID.

Participant-ID: __________________

You will now take an important decision, which determines your decision based payment. You will get to choose between two options.

In case you do not take a decision, no option will be implemented and there will be no decision based payment. The payment from your decision will then be 0 €.

You will take your decision on this form. Your decision will be treated confidentially and anonymously. The form is to be handed in in a sealed envelope.

When the experiment ends, you will receive your payment in a sealed envelope, which will be submitted to you at your cubicle.

The person who will submit the sealed envelope to you at your cubicle does not know your decision and does not know the amount of your payment.

---

You decide about the division of 15 €.

You can either share the 15 € with refugees, or keep the entire amount. The money donated will benefit refugees at Campus East, in approx. 300 m distance.

Please take your decision now!

7.50 € for refugees at Campus East, 7.50 € for me 0 € for refugees at Campus East, 15 € for me

---

Please put this form now back into the envelope and seal it.

Then, please indicate by raising your hand briefly.

Please remain quiet. The envelopes will be collected when all participants have finished.

---

Figure 19: Instructions for main decision in Proximity and Exposure.
Instructions for Main Decision in Distance

In Distance, participants take their decisions at a more remote location, approx. 2 miles (3 km) away from the camp instead of approx. 0.2 miles (300 m), compare Figure 20. Except for the decision part itself, instructions of the main decision were identical to Proximity and Exposure.

You decide about the division of 15 €.
You can either share the 15 € with refugees, or keep the entire amount. The money donated will benefit refugees at Campus East, in approx. 3 km distance.

Please take your decision now!

- 7.50 € for refugees at Campus East, 7.50 € for me
- 0 € for refugees at Campus East, 15 € for me

Figure 20: Instructions for main decision in Distance.
**Instructions for Directions in Exposure**

In Exposure, directions lead participants alongside a local refugee camp on their way to the respective campus area (compare Figure 21).

---

**Welcome** and thank you for supporting our research by participating in this study!

This study is an investigation of KIT. The study will take place in the premises of KIT Campus East. To reach the location on foot will take you about 15 minutes. Simply for getting to Campus East, you will receive a reimbursement of 5 €. Additionally, you will earn more money depending on your decisions within the study.

On the following page, you will find a map with directions from the lecture hall at Fasanengarten (HSaF) to Campus East. **Please exactly follow these directions** so that the study can start in time. All further information about the study you will receive in our premises at Campus East.

---

- From the lecture hall at Fasanengarten (HSaF), walk north. You will reach a small track. On this track, keep right until you reach the street Klosterweg.
- Follow Klosterweg in a northward direction, on your right, you will soon see the students' residence Hans-Dickmann-Kolleg (HaDiKo).
- **Passing the HaDiKo turn right into Büchiger Allee. This is no road but only a walkway and cycle track.**
- Follow Büchiger Allee until it crosses Rintheimer Queralle. Cross Rintheimer Queralle via the traffic island in the middle of the road to the sidewalk of Rintheimer Queralle on the other side.
- You are now on a walkway, please dismount in case you are riding a bike. Follow this sidewalk to the right.
- Stay on the sidewalk until on your left the entrance to Campus East appears.
- Pass the entrance and, in case you came by bike, lock it in the gate area. **From now on, follow the signs saying “to the scientific study” until you reach the premises of the study.**

---

**Figure 21: Instructions for Directions in Exposure.**
Instructions for Directions in Proximity

In Proximity, instructions lead participants to the same campus entrance area as in Exposure but on a different route that does not allow the participants to see the camp on their way (compare Figure 22).

Figure 22: Instructions for Directions in Proximity.
Instructions for Directions in Distance

Directions in Distance lead the participants to another campus entrance area in a similar distance. The route does not allow participants to see the camp on their way (compare Figure 23).

Figure 23: Instructions for Directions in Proximity.
5.2 The Charity Paradigm

In the following section of the appendix, we provide additional findings and information for the Charity Paradigm. As in section 5.1, this includes additional findings concerning personal differences, the analysis of ex post arguments of the participants as well as a robustness check of our results. We provide further information concerning the experimental procedures and implementation of the Charity Paradigm in section 5.2.2 as well as the translated instructions in the appendix section 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Additional Findings and Discussion

Donating to charity is correlated with a better emotional state. We find that participants who donate at least half their money to charity feel significantly better both right after the decision and at the very end of the study (two-sided t-test, \( p=0.007 \) and \( p=0.018 \), \( n=319 \) and \( n=316 \) respectively, compare Figure 24).

As in the field experiment, we find that cooperativeness is in line with general personality traits. Comparing highest vs. lowest quartiles (compare Figure 25), we find that openness (\( p=0.039^{**} \), one-sided t-test, \( n=177 \)) is correlated with a higher willingness to donate. Surprisingly, we do not find a statistically significant difference in willingness to donate for more agreeable participants (\( p=0.16 \), one-sided t-test, \( n=178 \)). We also find that more neurotic participants have a higher willingness to donate (\( p=0.049^{**} \), two-sided t-test, \( n=166 \)). This difference can be explained by effects of gender, as it disappears when we control for gender. Females are known to score higher in neuroticism than males and also in our study, females have a significantly higher score in neuroticism (two-sided t-test females vs. males, \( p=0.000^{***} \), \( n=316 \)). We also elicit an empathy measure based on the interpersonal reactivity index IRI (compare Davis (1980); Paulus (2009)) and find a positive relationship between empathy measures and the willingness to donate (\( p=0.005^{***} \), two-sided t-test, \( n=320 \)).

Eliciting various IQ measures, we find that cognitively skilled participants have a higher willingness to donate. We use the university entrance degree (Abitur) as one measure for cognitive skill (two-sided t-test of highest vs. lowest quartile, \( p=0.0412^{**} \), \( n=186 \)). We also elicit a general intelligence measure based on fluid and crystalline intelligence. We use Ravens Advanced Progres-
Figure 24: Emotional state right after the decision and at the very end of the study. The figure shows a happiness measure from 1 to 5 for participants who chose donations lower and higher than 7.50 euro - the equal split.

Figure 25: Personality traits and the willingness to donate. The figure shows mean donations of the most vs. least conscientious, open, neurotic, compassionate and military interventions refusing participants.
sive Matrices Plus (Cattell, 1971) to measure fluid intelligence and a 12-item questionnaire for crystallized intelligence (Schipolowski et al., 2013). Also for this measure of intelligence, we find a significant difference in willingness to donate for the higher skilled vs. lower skilled participants (two-sided t-test, p=0.068*, n=176). We do not find a significant effect for the overall impulsiveness measure based on Whiteside and Lynam (2001). Only one of the three items is correlated with a higher level of cooperativeness (two-sided t-test, p=0.008, n=320).

We find that a liberal political opinion and a positive attitude towards refugees and migrants is correlated with a higher willingness to donate. Participants in favor of the non-redistributive parties CSU, FDP and AFD have a significantly lower willingness to donate (3.46 euro vs. 5.68 euro, two-sided t-test, p=0.002***, n=312, compare Figure 26).

Although the donation decision uses a completely unrelated context, we do find a correlation between a generally supporting attitude towards migrants and refugees (two-sided t-test, p=0.003***, n=185) and refusing military interventions in the refugee crisis (p=0.003, two-sided t-test, n=136) and the willingness to donate (compare Figure 27). Participants who feel compassionate about refugees also tend to donate more, but this difference is not significant (two-sided t-test, p=0.119, n=320). Maybe these opinions and attitudes towards refugees and migrants reflect a more general pacifist and prosocial attitude in the respective participants which could explain the higher cooperativeness towards people in need.

We find a structural break in the data when we compare the donation decision within the same city vs. another but comparable city. In the local treatments, cooperativeness decreases with increasing distance. For intermediate and large distances that apply to cities and regions outside of Karlsruhe, we do not find a statistically significant change in donation behavior with increasing distance (compare Figure 28).

Analysis of the participants justifications for the donation decision changes between treatments. Participants increasingly refer to a local responsibility in the larger distance treatments (compare Figure 29). Still, participants also increasingly use general and relatively generous norms and rules to make their decisions for larger distances (compare Figure 30).

Furthermore, mentioning substitutes for this specific donation of the study
Figure 26: Political Orientation and willingness to donate. Parties are sorted from rather liberal and redistribute (Die Linke, Grüne) to rather conservative and non-redistributive (CSU, FDP, AFD).

Figure 27: Political Opinions on refugees and migrants and willingness to donate. The figure shows the willingness to donate for most vs. least compassionate, supportive and pacifist participants.
Figure 28: Charity Paradigm Donations of all treatments. The figure shows the willingness to donate in euro for all treatments in the Charity Paradigm.

Figure 29: Local responsibility as justification. The figure shows the fractions of participants who referred to a local responsibility towards people in need when justifying their behavior.
Figure 30: Norms and general rules as an explanation. The figure shows the fractions of participants who used norms (e.g., the equal share) and other general rules and reference points (like student wages) to explain their behavior.

shows a similar break like donation behavior. Participants less frequently come up with a preferred or actual substitute for the donation when people in need are either very close or very far away (compare Figure 31).

We conduct an OLS regression as a robustness check of our findings. We conducted an OLS regression that first (1), (2)) focuses on overall cooperativeness and the correlation with personality traits (see Table 5). We do not find a strong and robust correlation between the personality traits agreeableness and openness with higher donation amounts in the Charity Paradigm. This is surprising, as these personality measures have repeatedly been associated with higher prosociality and altruistic behavior (compare e.g. Graziano et al. (2007); Oda et al. (2014)). Looking at personal differences, we find that gender does matter in the Charity Paradigm: males donate significantly lower amounts. This effect is in robust over all regressions and it is in line with literature on donation behavior (compare e.g. Eagly and Crowley (1986); Wiepking and Bekkers (2012)). Intelligence has been discussed to be a predictive factor for moral decision making (compare e.g. Loe et al. (2000); O'Fallon and Butterfield (2005)). In our data, we find that a higher IQ measure is correlated with more moral behavior, i.e. higher donation amounts in the Charity Paradigm. Controlling for political attitudes and political orientation, we find that the support of rather redistributive parties and a positive attitude towards refugees is positively correlated with a higher cooperativeness.

We further conduct a robustness check for the local treatments (3), (4)) as well as for all treatments including distances up to 6,000 miles (5), (6)).
Figure 31: Substitutes for the donation as an explanation. The figure shows the fractions of participants who used substitutes (a different prior or planned donation or supportive behavior) to explain their behavior.

As we do not find a statistical difference in donation behavior for intermediate and large distances, we used a single variable for intermediate distances (6 mi, 20 mi and 60 mi) and another variable for large distances (600 mi and 6,000 mi) in the latter regressions. The regression results demonstrate that the main effect is robust to a variety of control variables: Within local neighborhoods, physical distance matters significantly.
Table 5: Validity and robustness check. The table displays OLS regression coefficients (donation in euro as dependent variable), standard errors in brackets. ***/**/* indicate significance on a 1/-/5/-/10-percent level respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>personality and overall cooperativeness</th>
<th>robustness check local</th>
<th>robustness check overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 miles</td>
<td>-0.775 [1.008]</td>
<td>-0.853 [1.043]</td>
<td>-0.786 [1.030]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intermediate distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.896 [0.832]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>large distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.471 [0.896]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agreeableness</td>
<td>0.001 [0.029]</td>
<td>-0.003 [0.028]</td>
<td>0.009 [0.038]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openness</td>
<td>0.061* [0.034]</td>
<td>0.054 [0.035]</td>
<td>0.490 [0.059]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ (-)</td>
<td>-0.997** [0.479]</td>
<td>-0.905* [0.470]</td>
<td>-1.322* [0.764]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>-1.501*** [0.515]</td>
<td>-1.234** [0.513]</td>
<td>-2.039** [0.848]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.252 [0.168]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less redistributive party</td>
<td>-1.757** [0.711]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supporting help for refugees</td>
<td>0.107** [0.054]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob &gt; F</td>
<td>0.003***</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>0.054*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observations</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Procedures

The lab experiment took place between March and May 2017 in the Karlsruhe Decision and Design Lab in Karlsruhe, Germany. It was conducted in a controlled, randomized and gender-controlled manner. As in the field experiment, we used a paper-pencil approach to conduct the data. Anonymity of the participants was carefully ensured and emphasized.
We used the software HROOT to recruit participants for this study (Bock et al., 2014). With a total of ten sessions, we collected data from 320 participants (55% males). Overall duration per session was about 60 minutes. Participants could earn up to 15 euro by participating in this study.

5.2.3 Instructions

Participants took their main decision, the sharing decision, in an anonymous setting in the KD2Lab in Karlsruhe. The instructions were in most parts identical across treatments. Only the specifications of the distance towards the people in need were different in each treatment and the reference to Karlsruhe was adapted for the local treatments (up to 2 miles) and the larger distance treatments (6 miles and more, referring to different city than Karlsruhe). After the main decision, all participants took part in an ex post socio-demographic questionnaire.

We provide two examples for the instructions. The first example shows the instructions for the 0.2 miles treatment and shows how the information was presented in the low distance treatments within the same city. The second example shows the instructions for the larger distance treatment of 6,000 miles which includes information about comparability of the respective regions with the city of Karlsruhe. For each treatment within these two categories, only the specification of the distance (e.g. “6 miles”) was adapted and changed.
Welcome to this Study!

Thank you for participating in an economic study at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).

As in all economic studies at KIT, all circumstances described in the following are true. Your decisions will be implemented exactly as described.

All your data and decisions will be handled confidentially and anonymously.

We would ask you to keep quiet during the study. If you have questions, please indicate by using the signs in the back of your cubicle. Your questions will then be answered at your cubicle as soon as possible.

You will now take an important decision, which determines your payment. You will get to choose between different options. In case you do not take a decision, the first option will be implemented and your payment will be 0 €.

You will take your decision on your answer sheet. Your decision will be treated confidentially and anonymously. The form is to be handed in in a sealed envelope.

When the experiment ends, you will receive your payment in a sealed envelope, which will be submitted to you at your cubicle.

The person who will submit the sealed envelope to you at your cubicle does not know your decision and does not know the amount of your payment.

Here, please fill in your participant ID.

Participant-ID: __________________

Within the scope of this experiment, 15 € shall be donated to benefit people in need in approx. 0.2 mi distance.

You have the possibility to claim a portion of the 15 € as your payment. In case you decide to do so, this portion will be deducted from the 15 € and you will receive the money at the end of the study.

The remaining money will benefit people in need in approx. 0.2 mi distance.

Please take your decision on the back side of this sheet.

Figure 32: Instructions for local treatments.
The figure show the example of 0.2 miles (part 1/2).
Figure 33: Instructions for local treatments.
The figure show the example of 0.2 miles (part 2/2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your decision (one tick)</th>
<th>Your payment</th>
<th>Payment for people in need in approx. 0.2 mi distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>0,00 €</td>
<td>15,00 € - 0,00 € = 15,00 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>0,50 €</td>
<td>15,00 € - 0,50 € = 14,50 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>1,00 €</td>
<td>15,00 € - 1,00 € = 14,00 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>1,50 €</td>
<td>15,00 € - 1,50 € = 13,50 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>14,50 €</td>
<td>15,00 € - 14,50 € = 0,50 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>15,00 €</td>
<td>15,00 € - 15,00 € = 0,00 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please put the completed form back into the envelope and then indicate with the signs in the back of your cubicle that you are done. The envelopes will be collected as soon as all participants have finished. Afterwards you will be asked to answer a few questions anonymously.
Welcome to this Study!

Thank you for participating in an economic study at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).

As in all economic studies at KIT, all circumstances described in the following are true. Your decisions will be implemented exactly as described.

All your data and decisions will be handled confidentially and anonymously.

We would ask you to keep quiet during the study. If you have questions, please indicate by using the signs in the back of your cubicle. Your questions will then be answered at your cubicle as soon as possible.

You will now take an important decision, which determines your payment. You will get to choose between different options. In case you do not take a decision, the first option will be implemented and your payment will be 0 €.

You will take your decision on your answer sheet. Your decision will be treated confidentially and anonymously. The form is to be handed in in a sealed envelope.

When the experiment ends, you will receive your payment in a sealed envelope, which will be submitted to you at your cubicle.

The person who will submit the sealed envelope to you at your cubicle does not know your decision and does not know the amount of your payment.

Here, please fill in your participant ID.

Participant-ID: ____________

Within the scope of this experiment, 15 € shall be donated to benefit people in need in a city with comparable prosperity like Karlsruhe* in approx. 6,000 mi distance.

You have the possibility to claim a portion of the 15 € as your payment. In case you decide to do so, this portion will be deducted from the 15 € and you will receive the money at the end of the study.

The remaining money will benefit people in need in a city with comparable prosperity like Karlsruhe* in approx. 6,000 mi distance.

Please take your decision on the back side of this sheet.

----- (footnote) -----

* according to unemployment rate and GDP per capita of the respective region

Figure 34: Instructions for intermediate and large distance treatments.
The figure shows the example of 6,000 miles (part 1/2).
Figure 35: Instructions for intermediate and large distance treatments.

The figure shows the example of 6,000 miles (part 2/2).
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